
INCREASING THE DE-EMPHASIS ON
RAAL-REQUISITE SR1A HEADPHONES

How it works?

Due to open-baffle mode of operation of SR1a headphones, the baffle size determines the 
acoustical cancellation cut-off frequency. The Carbon Fiber shell size correspond to a 2.5kHz cut-
off frequency. Below this point, measured from far-field, the response will be a 6dB/oct. high-pass 
below 2.5kHz.

In operation, the listener's ear is very near-field and this will counteract the acoustical 
cancellation due to proximity effect, but not completely. Also, the response will almost flatten 
below 200hz due to acoustical resistance setup which is used to control the ribbon excursion.
In essence, the response will look like gently rising slope from 200Hz to ~2.5k, at which point it 
will flatten into a plateau. The difference between 200Hz and 2.5khz will be 4-4.5dB.

To completely compensate for this, a De-emphasis circuit is used inside the Amplifier 
Interface Box which loads the amplifier.
 
That is done with the following De-emphasis response:



and this is the impedance:

Increasing the original De-emphasis

Approximatelly half (or most) of the headphone users will find the tone-balance of SR1a 
sounding “too open”, “tilted upwards”, “too-hot on top” etc. 

Aside from bass response below 200Hz, the tone balance can be easily modified by 
increasing the amount of De-emphasis used. That will further bring down the raw-response plateau 
of the open-baffle.

In speaker design, when the speaker voicing is leaning towards sounding “too open” (and 
yet, the response measures flat), the best approach is to gently start bringing down the response 
from 1.5kHz. towards highs.

Usually, from 1.5kHz to 5kHz resides the “crossover region” for speakers and it is quite easy
to attenuate the tweeter and create a gentle slope between 1kHz and 5kHz. The total amount of 
attenuation used depends on speaker's directivity pattern, the sound signature of midrange and high 
frequency drivers used, the room treatment, but when ribbon tweeters are used, a good measure is 
around 1.5 dB +/- 1dB, depeending on taste, acquired listening habits and so on. 

In my trials with ribbon headphones, “softening the bite” of a flat response seems to want a 
little more of bringing down the plateau. It is not my preferred choice to use them like that, but in 
my rich speaker designing and listening experience, I can make a very good guess of what is a good
measure of departure from flat.

In the following steps, I will show you how to increase the De-emhasis by the “correct” 
amount of a little more than 2dB, but I will show the results, first.



Increasing the De-emphasis resistor value, which is incredibly easy to do, will create this response 
of the circuit:

This is the impedance that will load the amplifier:



This is the difference from the original:

The “pivot point” is a little under 1.4kHz, under which almost nothing happens. This is a good 
thing, in my experience. If it were lower, the vocals would start loosing size and power. It is gently 
falling towards 7k, which is also good, smoothly connecting the midrange and highs.

For my system and my ear/brain combo (a nice term coined by Srajan Ebaen) , the sound is 
a little too melow, but I can see the appeal of this with more forward sounding DACs and amps 
(which are the majority these days), and especially, being used more to general headphone sound 
than a “fast whipping” speaker sound. The change was significantly less noticeable with excellent 
and the least compressed recordings and it made lesser stuff sounding much more acceptable. I 
think I could get used to it after a while, but I don't think it will be the best option for producing, 
mixing and mastering music.

How to make the modification:
Place your SR1a Amplifier Interface Box on a table bottom up and remove the bottom cover,

unscrewing 4 screws. That will expose the resistors in their frames and their connections.
Now, use the wire-cutters and cut two connecting solid-core naked wires here:



And here:

The frames that hold the resistors are in tension, so you have bend the wires a little after 
cutting, so they wouldn't get connected by leaning onto one another as the frame springs back to its 
natural position, like so:

This will disconnect one half of 8 paralleled resistors effectively doubling the De-emphasis 
resistance.

The remaing 4 resistors will get increased dissipation by 47% each. They won't double the 
heating, as now the resistance is increased in the circuit, so the current drops. This increse is nothing
significan for them. They are already the cool ones in the circuit, as they start conducting only 
above 1.4kHz and there's not much of sustained power up there in music. 

For trials, I have tried diconnecting less than 4 resistors, but I don't think that it was enough to 
satisfy the audience. However, if you find loosing 4 is a bit too much, unsolder only two and see. 
Just connect the cut wires back and unsolder one leg of the resistors from the frame.  



To easily go back and forth during trials, I have soldered on a couple of switches that I could
toggle in a second:

So, if you find the tone balance of your SR1a too forward or too hot, this will do the trick!
You will not void the warranty and there's nothing to break, so feel free to try this mod and see how 
it works for you!

Please contact us back with reports, questions, needing advice or anything else you'd like to 
ask!

Sincerely yours,
Aleksandar Radisavljevic and Danny McKinney


